Abstract-The acquirement of 3D geometric information is the most important for reverse engineering. With these advantages such as no phase shift error, rapid measurement, easy to carry and high precision, the three-dimensional(3D) measurement system which is based on phase shifting technology using digital fringe based DLP projection has been widely used in the object three-dimensional shape measurement.The precision of camera calibration determines the measurement accuracy of the system. In this paper, an improved flexible camera calibration means is presented than Zhang's planar flexible calibration method. By applying the phase-shift technique to fringe projection, point clouds with high spatial resolution and limited accuracy can be generated.In the locomotive casting mold design and processing, error detection of the mold is a very important step. In this paper the principle of the measurement system based phase shifting using digital fringe and the algorithm of ICP is discussed, which is used in the locomotive casting mold design and error detection.
INTRODUCTION
Reverse Engineering generally refers to through a variety of measurements, in view of the existing product samples, utilizing 3D digital measuring instruments measured accurately and rapidly the contour coordinates and reconstituting the three dimensional CAD surface model, transform The original material object into threedimensional digital model of computer, and optimize the model analysis and processing, also can redesign on this basis [1] . The acquirement of 3D geometric information acquisition is very important work for reverse engineering. Reverse engineering scanning technology, based on phase shifting fringe measuring principle, has faster speed and higher precision than laser scanning [2] . Therefore, it can greatly shorten the product development cycle and improve the quality of the products in practical application of industrial production, especially can greatly shorten the development cycle of mold in the locomotive casting mold design, testing and manufacturing process. 
A. Camera calibration Algorithm
The precision of three-dimensional measuring system is determined by Camera calibration accuracy [3] [4] . Until now, many calibration methods have proposed by the domestic and foreign scholars. Brown [5] put forward a fully nonlinear calibration model of camera, which required three-dimensional calibration object in the calibration process. As a result of the full non-linear model, the solution is instable. What is more, the calibration needs a 3D calibration object with high accuracy, which is usually more expensive. A classic two-step calibration means, which makes the solving process, be simple and stable is proposed by Tsai [6] . However, only the firstorder radial distortion is considered, and Tsai's camera calibration also required 3D calibration object. Based on the method that Triggs and Zisserman proposed, Zhang Zhengyou [7] came up with a method that only needed a planar grid calibration target, but the first-order radial distortion is only considered in Zhang's method and the model is relatively rough. It has certain drawbacks to improve the accuracy for the calibration targets used in these ways above. So in this paper An improved flexible camera calibration algorithm is brought up, and which has been applied to the digital fringe three-dimensional measurement system.
First of all, applying the image coordinates and the corresponding three-dimensional coordinate of the middle 35 centers in each calibration image, the initial value of external and internal parameters without distortion can be obtained by the following formula. Analogously, On account of the distortion in the middle part of images is very small, the initial internal and external camera parameters, distortion parameters can also be got by applying Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The optimization algorithm formula as follows:
Where k 1 , k 2 , p 1 and p 2 are respective radial and tangential distortion coefficients. Using the result optimized by (2) as a starter, and then plugging all center coordinates of each calibration image into equation (2) to refine parameters, finally, the final internal and external camera parameters and distortion parameters can be calculated.
In order to confirm whether the proposed algorithm improves the accuracy of camera calibration, camera calibration is accomplished using 13 plane target images in this paper. Camera Calibration results are shown in Table  1 
B. Phase unwrapping
The principle of fringe phase shifting measurement is using white light as light source projecting fringe pattern onto a surface object to modulate. Using relevant demodulation method to carry the object depth information of phase demodulation modulated fringe Be modulated stripe object depth of information carried by adopting relevant demodulation method will be out of phase demodulation. According to the phase and the depth of the relationship. Get the 3D information objects. A typical measurement system composition principle is shown in Fig .1 .
After years of development, Phase shift method directly in the spatial domain for image processing has been mature and widely used in optical measurement technology. Three-step phase shifting algorithm requires minimal stripes picture in the optical measurement. Therefore, a great advantage of this algorithm is fast [8] . Three-step phase shifting algorithm acquires three sinusoidal fringe patterns in this project, and phase difference is 2π/3. Three light intensity function of sinusoidal fringe pattern are as follows respectively: 
The phase function is between 0 to 2π, the saw-tooth stripe pattern is the multiple cycles of fringe. Restoring continuous monotonous phase diagram should use solution phase to remove the saw-tooth discontinuity [9] . The phase diagram can be converted into three coordinate values (x, y, z) by the means of the system calibration algorithm after the completion of the solution phase [10] .
III. BASED ON THE CASTING MOLD DETECTION TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATION ICP ALGORITHM

A. Icp algorithm
ICP algorithm is its original iterative closest point matching algorithm. ICP algorithm is essentially based on the optimal matching method of least squares method, it repeats process about "determine the correspondence between point set to calculate the optimal rigid transformation" until convergence criteria of certain correct match have been satisfied. The problem based on ICP algorithm belongs to multi-view alignment problems, depending on the mathematical definition of multialignment can be described as follows: given 3D data point set of two different coordinate system to find out spatial alternation for the two-point so that they can be suitably space matched. Assumed that {Pi | Pi∈R3, i = 1,2, ..., N} denotes the first set of points, {Qi | Qi∈R3, i = 1,2, ..., M}represent the second set of points , Alignment matching conversion of two point sets is to make the following objective function minimum [ 
The purpose of the ICP algorithm is to find the rotation R and translation T between the model data (igs format data) and real objective data (point cloud data) so that two matching data can satisfy the optimal matching of some measurement criteria. Algorithm mainly divides into two parts: to calculate the closest point pair among data and the rigid transformation between the corresponding points set [12] . Assume that the data model represented by X, the object data represented by P, X and P use threedimensional coordinate data collection point representation, respectively.
First, the object coordinates is expressed as {P i | P i ∈R The third step of the ICP algorithm is to optimize the analytical method used to calculate conversion between P k and Q k and match the two corresponding points in two models. Optimal matching parameters of points set obtained through the iterator. in each iteration, the process of matching the corresponding space points between two model only consider the cases of the rigid body transformation relationship between P k and Q k , namely Q k =RP k +T, R is 3 x3 rotation matrix, T is 3 x 1 translation vector, finally, minimize the objective function equation 7.
B. Casting mould inspection application based on ICP algorithm
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Casting mold testing is the process of error analysis. For example, we can use the reverse scanning device to get the 3D entity data in the objects of casting mould manufacturing process. Entering The scanned data and the original data of casting mold obtained by CAD design into the computer at the same time and the original data is as a baseline for comparison . the relationship between the two kinds of data has shown intuitively. Then, just adjust the corresponding parts in the mold processing appropriately. Not only reduce the production cycle but also reduce the processing cost. As shown in Fig .3, Fig .4, Fig .5, Fig .6 . Reverse engineering, as an important technology, has important uses in the locomotive mold product design, manufacturing and testing areas, also can significantly shorten product development cycles, reduce development risk and cost of the products. This paper discussed that practice test of the locomotive casting molds achieved good results and economic benefits. 
